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The hydration of the poly(oxyethylene) shell in polystyrene-block-poly(2-vinylpyridine)-block-poly(oxyeth-
ylene) micelles was investigated by monitoring the solvent relaxation response of a solvent-sensitive fluorophore
(patman). It has been found that the relaxation occurs on the nanosecond time scale. Results for triblock
copolymer micelles have been compared with those obtained for polystyrene-block-poly(2-vinylpyridine)
micelles in order to evaluate the effect of the outer polyoxyethylene layer. Considerable pH-dependent changes
in the hydration of poly(oxyethylene) units at the poly(2-vinylpyridine)/polyoxyethylene interface were
observed. Additionally, the paper shows that the solvent relaxation technique is a suitable tool for studying
polymeric nanoparticles and that the measurement of time-dependent half-width of the emission spectrum
allows for estimation of the extent of relaxation process observed by a given experimental setup.

Introduction

Amphiphilic block polyelectrolyte micelles are interesting
nanoparticles, which offer a number of potential applications.
The high-molar-mass block copolymers with long hydrophobic
blocks are usually insoluble in aqueous media, but the multi-
molecular micelles can be prepared indirectly, e.g., by dialysis.1

Thanks to high practical importance of various micelle-based
nanoparticles, the micellization of water-soluble polymers has
been a subject of a number of studies.2 While numerous studies
of block polyelectrolyte micelles have been devoted to the
micellization of AB or ABA copolymers, where A is a
polyelectrolyte block and B is a nonpolar, water-insoluble block,
only a limited number of papers have aimed at more complex
micellizing systems, mainly at various mixtures of diblock
copolymers, such as hybrid micelles,3 Janus micelles,4 or onion-
type micelles.5

Recently, we studied the micellization of a triblock poly-
electrolyte, polystyrene-block-poly(2-vinylpyridine)-block-poly-
(oxyethylene), PS-PVP-POE, in aqueous solutions.6 Its self-
assembling behavior is very interesting. Polystyrene, PS, is
insoluble in aqueous media and forms micellar cores. Poly-
(oxyethylene), POE, is a water-soluble polymer and forms
micellar shells. Poly(2-vinylpyridine), PVP, is protonized and
soluble in acid solutions at pH lower than 4.8, whereas the

deprotonized PVP that exists at higher pH is water-insoluble.
The PS-PVP-POE micelle is thus a three-layer nanoparticle
in which PVP blocks form the middle layer. This layer is either
collapsed at high pH, thus PS-PVP-POE micelles resemble
onion micelles formed by PS-PVP and PVP-POE diblock
copolymers,5 or partially protonized, swollen, and relatively
flexible in acid media, thus PVP forms an inner shell between
the PS core and the outer shell of POE.

We found that PS-PVP-POE micelles can be prepared both
in acidic and in alkaline aqueous solutions by dialysis from 1,4-
dioxane-methanol-water mixtures. Molar masses of micelles
prepared in acidic and alkaline media differ, because the lengths
of soluble and insoluble parts of chains also differ in respective
media. The micelles can also be transferred from acid to alkaline
media and vice versa; however, the transfer is usually ac-
companied by some aggregation, probably due to fairly reduced
solubility of highly concentrated POE chains in micellar shells.
Any mechanical shear of the solution, like shaking or stirring,
accelerates the aggregation. The tendency to form aggregates
is very pronounced in neutral and alkaline solutions, while in
acid solutions, due to electrostatic repulsion between the micelles
with protonized PVP inner shells, only little aggregation was
observed.

In this paper, we employ a combination of standard (bench-
mark) polymer techniques with a fairly new and not very often
used approach in polymer science, i.e., with a solvent relaxation
method, which yields unique information on the dynamics of
micellar shells, for the study of complex PS-PVP-POE
micellar systems.
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Experimental Section

Materials. Copolymer Samples.The triblock copolymer
polystyrene-block-poly(2-vinylpyridine)-block-poly(ethylene ox-
ide), PS-PVP-POE, with narrow distribution of molar masses
and compositions was purchased from Polymer Source, Inc.,
Quebec, Canada, and used as obtained. The diblock copolymers
polystyrene-block-poly(2-vinylpyridine), PS-PVP, polystyrene-
block-poly(oxyethylene), PS-POE, and poly(2-vinylpyridine)-
block-poly(oxyethylene), PVP-POE, were prepared at the
University of Texas at Austin by living anionic polymerization.
Molar masses of the used samples are summarized in Table 1
together with references concerning details on their synthesis
and characterization.

Low-Molar-Mass Chemicals.6-Hexadecanoyl-2-(((2-(trimeth-
ylammonium)ethyl)methyl)amino)naphthalene chloride, patman
(Chart 1), 6-propionyl-2-dimethyl-aminonaphthalene, prodan
(Chart 2), and 6-dodecanoyl-2-(dimethylamino)naphthalene,
laurdan (Chart 3), were purchased from Molecular Probes,
Eugene, OR. 1,4-Dioxane and methanol were purchased from
Aldrich International and used without further purification.
Deionized water was used in all experiments.

Techniques.UV-Vis Absorption.UV-vis absorption spectra
were measured in 1 cm quartz cuvettes using a Perkin-Elmer
Lambda19 UV-Vis spectrophotometer.

Steady-State Fluorometry.Steady-state fluorescence spectra
(i.e., corrected excitation and emission spectra) were recorded
with a SPEX Fluorolog 3 fluorometer, USA, in a 1 cmquartz
cuvette closed with a Teflon stopper.

Time-ResolVed Fluorometry. A time-correlated single photon
counting technique was used for measurements of fluorescence

decays at different wavelengths spanning the emission spectra.
The wavelength-dependent decays and steady-state intensities
were used for the construction of TRES. The decays were
recorded on a IBH 5000U time-resolved fluorometer (IBH,
Glasgow, U.K.), equipped with an IBH NanoLED-03 excitation
source (370 nm peak wavelength, 0.1 ns in full width in the
half-maximum of the pulse, 1 MHz repetition rate) and a cooled
Hamamatsu MCP photomultiplier. The deconvolution procedure
was used to get the true fluorescence decays that were further
fitted to multiexponential functions using the Marquardt-
Levenberg nonlinear least-squares method. Low values of the
ø2 (close to 1.0) and random distribution of residuals were used
as criteria for the quality of the fit.

The anisotropy measurements were carried out until a
difference of at least 10 000 counts between the decay maxima
with parallel and perpendicular position of polarizers, respec-
tively, was reached with a dwell time 30 s. For the determination
of the G factor, the decays were measured for 180 s.

Light Scattering Measurements.The light scattering setup
(ALV, Langen, Germany), used for both static (SLS) and
dynamic (DLS) measurements, consisted of a 633 nm He-Ne
laser, an ALV CGS/8F goniometer, an ALV High QE APD
detector and an ALV 5000/EPP multibit, multitau autocorrelator.
The solutions for measurements were filtered through 0.45µm
Acrodisc filters. The measurements were carried out for different
concentrations (0.1-3 mg/mL) and different angles at 20°C.
The measurements at low ionic strength solutions were per-
formed in quartz cells.

The SLS data were treated by the standard Zimm method
using the equation

wheren0 is the refractive index of the solvent, (dn/dc) is the
refractive index increment of the polymer with respect to the
solvent,λ is the wavelength of the incident light,NA is the
Avogadro constant,Rcor(q,c) is the corrected Rayleigh ratio
which depends on the polymer concentrationc and on the
magnitude of the scattering vector,q ) (4πn0/λ) sin(ϑ/2), where
ϑ is scattering angle,Mw is the apparent weight average molar
mass of scattering polymeric particles,A2 is the “light-scattering-
weighted” second virial coefficient of the concentration expan-
sion, andRg is the radius of gyration of scattering polymeric
particles.

DLS data analysis was performed by fitting the measured
normalized intensity autocorrelation functiong2(t) ) 1 +
â|g1(t)|2, whereg1(t) is the electrical field correlation function,
t is the lag time, andâ is a factor accounting for deviation from
the ideal correlation. An inverse Laplace transform ofg1(t) with
the aid of a constrained regularization algorithm (REPES)
provides the distribution of relaxation times,τA(τ)

Diffusion coefficients were calculated from mean times of
individual diffusion modes,〈τ〉, asD ) 1/(〈τ〉q2). Hydrodynamic
radii, RH, were evaluated from the diffusion coefficients using
the Stokes-Einstein formula.

Potentiometry. The pH measurements were performed with
a Radiometer PHM 93 reference pH meter equipped with a PHC
3006 combined glass microelectrode.

Preparation and Characterization of Micelles.Preparation
of Micelles.Both PS-PVP and PS-PVP-POE micelles were

TABLE 1: Block Molar Masses of the Used Copolymers

Mn × 10-3, g mol-1

copolymer PS PVP PEO refa

PS-POE 9.7 11.3 3a
PVP-POE 14.0 12.3 31
PS-PVP 36.0 34.0 5b
PS-PVP-POEb 14.1 12.3 35.0

a Details on preparation and characterization.b Data provided by the
manufacturer.

CHART 1

CHART 2

CHART 3

4π2n0
2(dn/dc)2

λ4NA

c

Rcor(q,c)
)

1 + (1/3)Rg
2q2

Mw
+ 2A2c (1)

g1(t) ) ∫-∞

∞
τA(τ) exp(-t/τ) d ln τ (2)
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prepared according to the same protocol. The copolymer was
dissolved in a mixture of 1,4-dioxane (80 vol %) and methanol
and slowly titrated with methanol under very mild stirring until
50% methanol content. Then the solution was carefully titrated
with 0.01 M HCl aqueous solution until 50% water content.
The next step was the dialysis of this solution against 0.01 M
HCl, followed by the dialysis against a HCl solution of a desired
concentration. During the final dialysis, the HCl solution was
exchanged several times in the external bath to ensure removal
of all traces of organic solvents. The concentration of polymers
before the dialysis was 3 g/L. The concentrations of final
solutions were calculated on the basis of measured volume
changes during the dialysis.

PS-POE micelles were prepared by dissolving PS-POE in
a mixture of 1,4-dioxane (80 vol %) and water (c ) 3 g/L),
and consequently stepwise dialyzed against mixtures containing
60, 40, and 20 vol % of dioxane to pure water.

POE-PVP micelles were prepared by dissolving POE-PVP
in 0.01 M HCl solution and then adding an aliquot of 0.1 M
NaOH for neutralization under vigorous stirring.

Characterization of PS-PVP and PS-PVP-POE Micelles
by Light Scattering.The SLS measurements were performed
in 10-4 M aqueous HCl solution.7 Refractive index increments
of copolymers, dn/dc, were calculated as the weight-average
values based on copolymer composition and literature incre-
ments8 for individual homopolymers. The obtained values of
molar masses,Mw, radii of gyration, Rg, and second virial
coefficients,A2, for both PS-PVP and PS-PVP-POE micelles
are summarized in Table 2.

Results and Discussion

Basic Characteristics of PS-PVP and PS-PVP-POE
Micelles. Since the main goal of the study is the comparison
of the behavior of PS-PVP-POE micelles with those formed
by diblock PS-PVP, which is insoluble in aqueous solutions
above pH 4.8 (i.e., when PVP is neutral), we restricted our PS-
PVP-POE study to acid aqueous solutions (10-4-10-1 M HCl)
only.

The pH and ionic strength dependent behaviors of PS-PVP-
POE micelles were studied in detail in separate papers.6a,b In
this paper, we present only selected characteristics that we
measured under identical conditions as solvent relaxation
experiments and that are needed for interpretation of new results.
Nevertheless, we have to mention briefly the most important
general properties of the studied system that are necessary for
an easy understanding of conclusions drawn from fluorescence
measurements. Polystyrene is a strongly hydrophobic polymer
and copolymers containing long PS blocks are insoluble in
water. The multimolecular block copolymer micelles formed
by copolymers containing insoluble hydrophobic PS and water-
soluble (hydrophilic) blocks can be prepared indirectly in
aqueous buffers, as follows: The copolymer is dissolved in a
1,4-dioxane-rich mixture with water, which is a mild selective
solvent for the hydrophilic block, and reversible micelles form
spontaneously. The micelles can be transferred in aqueous media
by stepwise dialysis.3a When the content of water increases, the

thermodynamic quality of the solvent for PS deteriorates. Critical
micelle concentration decreases and the association number
increases. At a certain critical composition dependent on the
length of blocks, the solvent becomes very bad for PS and
micellization equilibrium freezes. During further increase of the
water content, the association number does not change any more.
The unimer concentration (i.e., the critical micelle concentration
(cmc)) drops to zero, the exchange of unimer chains between
micelles stops, and micelles behave as kinetically frozen
nanoparticles. In case of micelles with insoluble PS blocks, the
cores are very compact, hard, and glassy at ambient temperatures
because the glass transition temperature,Tg, of bulk PS is close
to 100 °C.8 The micelles effectively behave as inert PS
nanospheres decorated by the water-soluble polymeric brush
tethered to their surface. The micelles neither dissociate at low
concentrations (they have no cmc) nor rearrange upon change
of conditions. Their behavior is controlled by the properties of
water-soluble chains only.

However, the system studied here behaves a bit atypically.
Thanks to the use of ternary mixtures during dialysis (1,4-
dioxane-methanol-water), the association number of micelles
prepared in acidic media is very low, ca. 12. In this case, the
PS cores are not glassy (it was experimentally proven thatTg

of thin films is lower than that of bulk polymers and the chains
are more mobile).9 Even though the exchange of chains among
different micelles does not take place in our system (cmc is
zero), the blocks in micellar cores may partially reorganize and
a small fractions of micelles form micellar aggregates under
conditions of decreased solubility of micellear shells due to a
hindered hydration of shell-forming POE blocks. The solution
and aggregation behaviors have been described and accounted
for in detail in our recent paper.6b

As mentioned above, the PS-PVP-POE micelles in aqueous
solutions (except in acidic solutions with very low ionic strength)
tend to form large multimicellar aggregates with apparent
hydrodynamic radii around 150 nm. The aggregation can be
witnessed by DLS measurements, which are very sensitive to
traces of large aggregates. Figure 1 shows the distribution of
relaxation times measured by DLS. Curve 1 was obtained for
micelles in a low ionic strength solution (10-4 M HCl). It shows
only one fairly narrow band of relaxation times corresponding
to single core-shell micelles. Curve 2, measured for the same
polymer concentration at significantly higher ionic strength (in
a 0.1 M HCl solution), is bimodal and indicates the presence
of micellar aggregates. Angular measurements prove that both

TABLE 2: Molar Masses, Radii of Gyration, and Second
Virial Coefficients of PS-PVP and PS-PVP-POE Micelles
in 10-4 M HCl Solution

copolymer
Mw × 10-6,

g mol-1 Rg, nm
A2 × 108,
mol L g-2

PS-PVP 20.43 72.4 -0.7
PS-PVP-POE 0.71 25.5 24.5

Figure 1. Distribution of DLS relaxation times for 0.09 g/L solutions
of PS-PVP-POE micelles in 10-4 M (curve 1) and 10-1 M (curve 2)
HCl (scattering angle 90°). Angular measurements prove the diffusion-
controlled behavior of all observed modes.
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modes correspond to the diffusion-controlled motion. Although
the presence of aggregates in the studied system strongly affects
the light scattering data, it almost does not influence the solvent
relaxation behavior around patman probes (except that for a
fairly low pH 1). This observation may be rationalized as
follows: First, the static light scattering measurement yields
the weight-average molar mass and thez-average radius of
gyration, and dynamic light scattering yields thez-average-based
hydrodynamic radius. Hence both techniques are very sensitive
to traces of large particles in the solution. Second, the micel-
lization equilibrium is kinetically frozen. Although the aggrega-
tion requires minor rearrangement of PS blocks in cores, it
occurs without redistribution of unimers among different
micelles forming one aggregate.6b Hence, the basic structure of
individual micelles in aggregates remains preserved. Therefore
the fluorescent probes embedded in shells of aggregated and
single micelles (close to the PVP/POE interfacessee later)
experience a similar microenvironment. Nevertheless, a major
aggregation at low pH does affect the solvent relaxation as will
be shown below.

The basic properties of the studied system depend strongly
on the protonization of PVP blocks. The degree of protonation
of PVP blocks,RPVP, was measured by alkalimetric titration
using the method described in our earlier papers.10 TheRPVP of
poly(2-vinylpyridine) in both PS-PVP (curve 1) and PS-PVP-
POE (curve 2) micelles in HCl aqueous solutions is plotted in
Figure 2a as a function of bulk pH of the solution. The results
indicate that the protonization of PVP blocks in the PS-PVP-
POE inner shell, surrounded by the outer shell of hydrated POE,
is suppressed: At pH 1,RPVP is only 0.48, i.e., it is substantially
lower than the value found for the PVP shell in PS-PVP
micelles (RPVP ) 0.65), in which PVP blocks are exposed to
the aqueous solvent.

The degree of protonization affects the hydrodynamic radius
of micelles. Figure 2b shows the pH dependence of apparent
z-average-based hydrodynamic radii of PS-PVP (curve 1) and
PS-PVP-POE micelles (curve 2), relative to the values
measured in 10-4 M HCl, (RH

app)min, which are 83 nm for PS-
PVP and 28 nm for PS-PVP-POE. Since the electrostatic
repulsion between positively charged segments of poly(2-
vinylpyridine) results in more stretched conformations of
protonized PVP chains compared to neutral PVP chains, the
apparent hydrodynamic radius,RH

app, of micelles with PVP
shells depends strongly onRPVP. ThereforeRH

app of PS-PVP

micelles increases with decreasing pH until pH around 2, where
the dependence passes a maximum. A slight decrease inRH

app

after further addition of HCl is due to the electrostatic screening
effect of H3O+ and Cl- ions present in the shell. In the case of
PS-PVP-POE micelles, both the protonization and the con-
sequent expansion of little protonized PVP inner shells are
suppressed by the outer POE shell andRH

app is only slightly
affected by pH, as the size of the micelles reflects mainly the
conformations of POE chains.

Basic Premises on the Solvent Relaxation Process in
Micellar Shells. The solvent relaxation method belongs to the
category of time-resolved fluorescence techniques. This par-
ticular technique monitors the time-dependent shift in fluores-
cence emission spectra of probes with large differences between
dipole moments before and after excitation and reports on the
micropolarity and microviscosity of the probe environment. It
is fairly popular in biochemistry and has been frequently used
in membrane research,11-15 but its use in polymer research is
rather limited. We use the solvent relaxation technique to study
changes in the hydration of poly(oxyethylene) (POE) chains in
diblock and triblock copolymer micelles. Some work dealing
with swollen POE-based copolymers,16 amphiphilic starlike
macromolecules,17aliquid oligo(ethylenoxide)s,17bsurfactants,17c

and polymer micelles18a-e has already been published. However,
the quantification of the extent of observed relaxation processes
was either missing or insufficient in the published papers.

The reorientational motion of solvent molecules after excita-
tion in nonviscous isotropic polar solvents occurs in subpico-
second time range and leads to minimization of the overall
energy (Gibbs function). Such fast relaxation process can be
studied thanks to the development of ultrafast spectroscopic
methods in past decades. The relaxation starts with a fast inertial
(libration) motion (in 50-500 fs time range) and continues as
a slower rotation and translation motions on the picosecond and
subnanosecond time scales.19,20The relaxation is usually slowed
by the presence of macromolecular components or other
organized structures in the studied system. E.g., for probes
embedded in phospholipid bilayers, a considerable part of the
process proceeds in the range of nanoseconds.21

In this paper, we study solvent relaxation in solutions of self-
assembled polymer systems by time-correlated single photon
counting (TCSPC) technique with subnanosecond time resolu-
tion. There are significant differences between relaxations of
“free” and “micelle-bound” water molecules. In pure water, the
process is fast and isotropic in all three dimensions. The solu-
tions of polymeric micelles contain large self-assembled poly-
meric particles, smaller fluorophores (e.g., fluorescent surfactant
molecules of patman), and small water molecules. The probes
are more or less firmly bound to large nanoparticles, because
they are embedded in hairy shells of polymeric micelles. Pro-
perties of the shell, i.e., the density and flexibility of shell-form-
ing chains, concentrations of low-molar-mass molecules, and
the effective hydrophobicity change in the radial direction (main-
ly in systems with shells formed by weak polyelectrolytes).22a

The studied relaxation process should be treated as an aniso-
tropic one-dimensional (radial) problem with respect to the axis
connecting the center of gravity of the nanoparticle and the
excited fluorophore, since, as mentioned above, there exists a
gradient in almost all properties of the system as depicted in
Scheme 1 which is based on results of our Monte Carlo
simulations for a diblock copolymer micelles with polyelectro-
lyte-shell-forming blocks.22b

At present, it is practically impossible to analyze and interpret
all details of the fluorescence response of probes embedded in

Figure 2. (a) Degree of protonization,RPVP, of the PVP shell-forming
blocks in PS-PVP (curve 1) and PS-PVP-POE (curve 2) micelles
as a function of pH of the solution. (b) Relative hydrodynamic radius,
RH/(RH)min, of PS-PVP (curve 1) and PS-PVP-POE (curve 2) micelles
as a function of pH of the solution. (RH)min values for PS-PVP and
PS-PVP-POE micelles were 83 and 28 nm, respectively.
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micellar shells, and it is why some simplifying assumptions are
necessary. In the first approximation, we assume that the
fluorescent response on the nanosecond time scale is mostly
due to reorientation of water molecules in the vicinity of the
fluorophore. The properties of individual water molecules in
the shell change only little at distances comparable with the
size of the fluorophore and small differences may be neglected
although the gradient in shell properties does affect the
relaxation behavior; i.e., we take into account only the radial
position of the probe. Further, we assume that (i) for a
moderately hydrophobic probe, which is embedded in hydrated
domains, the shell-forming blocks influence the relaxation
behavior indirectly via interaction with bound water molecules.
A considerable fraction of water molecules in micellar shells is
engaged in the hydration of structural units of polymer chains
(bound water) and their movement is considerably slowed and
influenced by segmental dynamics of shell-forming blocks. (ii)
If a strongly nonpolar fluorophore is trapped in dehydrated or
only little hydrated domains of the polymeric nanostructure, than
the slowly moving polymer chains control the observed
relaxation directly.

Solvent Relaxation Studies in Shells of Diblock Copolymer
Micelles.At first, we studied the solvent relaxation in solutions
of diblock copolymer micelles. A commercially available

polarity-sensitive probe, patman, whose behavior is known from
studies in phospolipid bilayers11-15,23-26 was added to aqueous
solutions of polystyrene-block-polyoxyethylene (PS-POE) mi-
celles. The probe binds strongly to micelles because its
hydrophobic aliphatic chain has a strong affinity to the nonpolar
PS core. Because of the permanent positive charge at the
nitrogen atom and a fairly long aliphatic tail (see Chart 1), the
fluorescent headgroup of the surfactant dye is supposed to be
localized in POE shell close to the core/shell interface. The
assumed localization has been supported by time-resolved
anisotropy measurements (see later).

To get an idea “where the relaxation process starts on the
energy scale”, i.e., to estimate the energy level of the maximum
disturbed system immediately upon excitation (before the
relaxation starts) and the frequency of the emission maximum
at the “time zero”, we performed the estimation of the “time
zero” frequency according to Fee and Maroncelli.19,27 This
procedure requires the knowledge of the absorption spectrum
of the fluorophore in the studied media and its absorption and
emission spectra in a particular nonpolar reference solvent. For
patman, which is charged and insoluble in nonpolar solvents,
we use spectra of an analogous compound, prodan (because their
spectra in a series of common solvents are almost identical).
Then the time-dependent fluorescence decays at different
wavelengths were measured and the time-dependent emission
spectra (TRES) were reconstructed. This allows a plot of the
time-dependent Stokes shift, i.e., the frequency of the emission
maximum,νmax(t) as a function of time. The entire Stokes shift,
i.e., the difference between the positions of emission maxima
at the “time zero” corresponding to the maximum perturbed
state and at the “infinite time” corresponding to the fully relaxed
state, i.e.,∆νmax ) νmax(0) - νmax(∞) characterizes the mi-
cropolarity of the fluorophore environment. For monitoring the
relaxation process, we use the correlation function,C(t),
corresponding to the normalized time-dependent Stokes shift.

The comparison of the span of measured values with that based
on the “time zero” estimation suggests that at least 70% of the
reorientation motion has been displayed by monitoring the
fluorescence behavior of micelle-embedded patman with our
instrumental setup. Figure 3 (curve 1) depicts the relaxation
correlation function monitored by patman bound to diblock PS-
POE micelles.

SCHEME 1: Diblock Copolymer (Block Polyelectrolyte)
Micelle with Embedded Patman (White P-Marked
Sphere with Tail)a

a The plots show the gradient in micellar properties: the electrostatic
potential and segment concentration decrease in the radial direction.
Lower inset: The reduced electrostatic potential, i.e.,qeφ(r)/kT, where
qe is the elementary charge,φ(r) the electrostatic potential,k the
Boltzmann constant, andT the temperature, as a function of the distance
from the micellar center,r, for dilute aqueous solution of micelles at
pH close to the effective dissociation constant of the weak polyelec-
trolyte, pKA, andI ) 0.001 and 0.1, the full curve 1′ and dashed curve
2′, respectively (data from ref 22). Upper inset. Curves 1 and 2 show
corresponding concentration profiles of PMA in the shell for comparison
of the range of the electrostatic interaction with the geometric size of
micelles. The plots are based on results of our earlier studies for
polystyrene-block-poly(methacrylic acidic) micelles.22 For the weak
polybase such as PVP, the curves are schematically the same, only the
sign of the potential is opposite. The simulated density profile is not
monotonic and rises slightly at short distances from the PS core. This
is an artifact of the simulation model, which assumes that the surface
of the PS core is absolutely impenetrable for the shell-forming chains.
In real micelles, the uncharged parts of the shell-forming chains are
slightly intermixed with PS chains at the interfacial region and the shell
density decreases monotonically in the radial direction.

Figure 3. Time-resolved Stokes shift,C(t), of patman in PS-POE
micelles (curve 1) and PS-PVP micelles (curve 2). Inset: Time-
dependent half-width of the time-resolved emission spectra of patman
in PS-POE micelles (curve 1′) and in PS-PVP micelles (curve 2′).

C(t) )
νmax(t) - νmax(∞)

νmax(0) - νmax(∞)
(3)
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The time-dependent half-width of the emission spectra was
also measured. Whereas the time-resolved red shift of the
emission spectrum is commonly used for monitoring the solvent
response, the time-dependent change of the half-width provides
rough, but useful, information on the extent of the observed
process. The experiments carried out in supercooled liquids28

and in phospholipid bilayers using patman11,26have shown that
the half-width passes a maximum, which is in a good agreement
with the idea of nonuniform spatial distribution of solvent
response times.28,29 It has been shown that in homogeneous
systems of low-molar-mass molecules, the half-width always
decays monotonically. In a spatially inhomogeneous system (it
applies also to inhomogeneity on the nanometer length scale),
the relaxation behavior is different. Since the properties of the
system vary in space, individual fluorophores distributed in the
system are nonequivalent and their solvent shells respond with
different rates to local electric field. This inhomogeneity gives
rise to a new phenomenon, which reflects the time distribution
of phases of relaxations of individual solvation shells during
the relaxation. The observed transient inhomogeneity increases
significantly, and the time dependence of the observed half-
width passes a pronounced maximum.

The time dependence of the half-width of the emission spectra
in the studied micellar systems provides information on whether
the entire response or merely part of it was captured within the
time window of the experiment. If only a decrease in the half-
width is observed, the early part of the relaxation process is
beyond the time resolution of the TCSPC equipment. In contrast,
if only an increase is observed, the process is fairly slow under
given conditions and the lifetime of the used fluorophore is not
long enough for monitoring the overall relaxation process. The
time-dependent behavior of the half-widths is depicted in the
insert in Figure 3 (curve 1′). The curve with a well-pronounced
maximum supports the conclusion based on the “time zero”
frequency estimate that the used experimental setup detects ca.
70% of the total response. Therefore we assume that only 30%
of the entire relaxation is beyond the time resolution of the
TCSPC equipment and a major part of the dynamics due to
relaxation of bound water molecules engaged in the solvation
sphere of POE units occurs in the nanosecond time range (see
Table 3) and can be monitored by time-resolved fluorescence
measurement.

To get an idea where the dye is located in the micelle, we
performed time-resolved anisotropy measurements. However,
it must be kept in mind that the anisotropy measurements for
polarity-sensitive probes, such as patman, provide only rough
and indirect information on the viscosity of the microenviron-
ment of the probe. It has been recognized that the experimental
anisotropy of polarity-sensitive probes is not a good tool for
monitoring the microviscosity, since both the reorientational time

and the residual anisotropy are influenced by solvent relaxation
and are wavelength-dependent.30 The measurement of decay
curves was performed at different wavelengths. Two curves, at
430 and 510 nm, are shown in Figure 4. Because the mean
rotation correlation times are comparable with the mean
fluorescence lifetime, a fairly high scatter of experimental points
is observed at later times. However the statistics at early times
are reasonably high and provide reliable and accurate correlation
times. All decays show a relatively slow process and suggest
that the dye is localized in constrained and considerably rigid
domains. Parameters of the time-resolved anisotropy decays at
430 and 510 nm are summarized in Table 4. The measurements
for longer emission wavelengths monitor the behavior of more
relaxed states and the observed decays reflect higher extents of
depolarization. Since the average fluorescence lifetime increases
with wavelength, a lower residual anisotropy is also observed
in the red part of the spectrum. In the studied nanoheterogeneous
and nanoanisotropic system with properties depending on the
radial direction (possibly including also the micellar electric
potential), the excitation-induced change in the dipole moment
of the probe may affect not only its average position and
orientation but also its translation and rotation diffusion with
respect to the radial direction (i.e., to the nanoparticle). Even
though the time-resolved anisotropy and spectral shift are
correlated, the present level of knowledge does not allow going
into detail.

TABLE 3: Stokes Shifts and Relaxation Times for Patman and Laurdan in Various Copolymer Micelles and at Different pH
Values

copolymer dye
Stokes

shift (cm-1) t1 (ns)a A1
a t2 (ns)a A2

a t3 (ns)a A3
a 〈t〉 (ns)b

PS-POE (water) patman 3390 4.8 0.4 0.2 0.3 <0.2 0.3 2.7( 0.3
PS-POE (pH 2) patman 3430 3.5 0.2 1.0 0.4 <0.2 0.4 1.0( 0.1
PS-POE (pH 12) patman 3550 3.3 0.3 0.7 0.3 <0.2 0.4 1.2( 0.1
PS-PVP (pH 2) patman 3320 5.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 <0.2 0.6 0.7( 0.1
PS-PVP-POE (pH2) patman 3300 3.9 0.3 0.8 0.4 <0.2 0.3 1.4( 0.1
PS-PVP-POE (pH3) patman 2130 5.1 0.5 0.5 0.2 <0.2 0.3 3.3( 0.3
PS-PVP-POE (pH4)c patman 1850 11.0 0.4 0.7 0.2 <0.2 0.4 >4.1
PS-PVP-POE (pH12)c patman 1630 9.1 0.5 0.8 0.2 <0.2 0.3 >3.9
PS-POE (water)c laurdan 1150 11.3 0.7 1.1 0.3 >6.6

a Parameters of the three-exponential fit of the correlation curve:C(t) ) ∑1
3Aie-t/ti. b Integration time: 〈t〉 ) ∫0

∞ C(t) dt. c The values of the
Stokes shifts are estimated from the three-exponential fit of the emission maximum shift and extrapolating to infinity.

Figure 4. (left) Time-resolved anisotropy,r(t), of patman in the PS-
POE micelles at different emission wavelengths, 430 nm (curve 1) and
510 nm (curve 2). (right) Two-exponential fits of time-resolved
anisotropy decays at 430 nm (curve 1) and 510 nm (curve 2).

TABLE 4: Parameters for Anisotropy Decays of PS-POE
Micelles in Water at 430 and 510 nm

wavelength (nm) r(∞) R1 τ1 (nm) R2 τ2 (nm)

430 0.24 0.92 2.9( 0.5 0.08 0.07( 0.01
510 0.08 0.91 8.1( 1.5 0.09 0.8( 0.1
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To support our idea of patman location, PS-POE micelles
were labeled also by laurdan that has also an aliphatic chain
(slightly shorter as compared with patman) and the same
fluorescent headgroup, but it misses the permanent charge at
the nitrogen atom. The correlation function,C(t) and time-
dependent half-width for measurement with laurdan are dis-
played in Figure 5. Both curves suggest that the solvent
relaxation dynamics is much slower than that of patman.
According to the “time-zero” estimation, there is nearly no
contribution of the fast process beyond experimental resolution.
This observation provides proof that the fluorescent headgroup
is embedded in the core, which is supported also by the small
value of the Stokes shift (Table 3).

As we intend to study the pH-dependent hydration of POE
in triblock copolymer micelles (see later), we measured the
solvent relaxation for patman embedded in PS-POE micelles
both in acidic (0.01 M HCl) and alkaline (0.01 M NaOH)
solutions for comparison. The relaxation is a bit faster in basic
media, but the differences are only marginal for such large pH
span (Figure 6). The difference in relaxation times is a bit larger
than experimental errors of the spectral reconstruction based
on total analysis of the set of measured curves, but we may
conclude that the dye itself does not exhibit any major pH-
dependent changes after binding to micelles. Since the shell-
forming blocks are not charged, we do not assume any
significant changes in the probe location. The changes are

probably caused by slightly different mobility of water mol-
ecules in the shell at different pH, but since the changes are
small, we prefer to avoid any unjustified speculations for the
time being. In all cases, we observe an initial fast relaxation.
The lower limit of the apparatus, as well as the experimental
error of evaluation of individual decay curves, is below 0.2 ns.
Hence the shortest experimental correlation time is 0.2 ns, but
we assume that the relaxation at early times comprises contribu-
tions of various (already mentioned) faster processes.

The solvent relaxation was also studied in polystyrene-block-
poly(2-vinylpyridine), PS-PVP, micelles in 0.01 M HCl
solution. The micelles are stable in acidic solutions where they
are positively charged. Nevertheless, our earlier studies suggest
that the poly(2-vinylpyridine) layer partially collapses around
the core because PVP is only little protonized close to the
nonpolar PS core.31 A fairly high value of the residual anisotropy
(around 0.2) measured at the maximum emission intensity (467
nm) suggests that patman is embedded in a relatively dense part
of the shell close to PS/PVP interface; i.e., its location in PS-
PVP micelles is similar to that in PS-POE micelles.

However the solvent relaxation in patman-labeled PS-PVP
micelles is considerably faster than that in PS-POE micelles
(Figure 3, curves 2 and 2′). It indicates that more free water
molecules are engaged in the energy minimization than in the
case of PS-POE micelles. The shell-forming PVP chains are
electrically charged and fairly stretched at the shell periphery
at pH 2 and this may be the main cause of differences in rates
of relaxation processes in PS-PVP and PS-POE micelles. The
hydrodynamic radius of PS-PVP micelles is nearly two times
larger at pH 1 than at pH 4 where the degree of protonization
is very low and nearly all PVP is collapsed around the core.
The charged PVP shell is on average less dense and evidently
more hydrated than the POE shell. We expect that solvent
molecules in the PVP shell are less structured not only than
those in POE shell but also than the bulk water. It is a recognized
fact that the hydration of large ions and therefore also large
charged PVPH+ groups results in a net water structure-breaking
effect.32 Apparently not all water molecules are engaged in the
solvation of PVP or PVPH+ units, but they behave as effectively
free. The “time zero” estimation suggests that ca. 60% of the
relaxation processes is beyond the experimental resolution. This
conclusion is supported also by monitoring the full width at
half-maximum (fwhm) that shows only the decrease.

In both PS-POE and PS-PVP micellar systems, the
fluorescent surfactant, patman, is embedded in fairly concen-
trated parts of the shell where the mobility of chains is strongly
restricted. The differences in rates of the relaxation processes
are mostly due to different solvation of the shell-forming chains
and different structure of water in both types of shells. From
the geometrical point of view, poly(oxyethylene) chains easily
incorporate into icelike structure and the presence of both the
hydrogen-bonding oxygen atom and hydrophobic-CH2- group
promotes the structure formation. The water-structure-supporting
character of POE is generally recognized and was confirmed
by different experiments.33-37 The ice-like-structured water
molecules bound to fairly concentrated and geometrically
constrained (and hence only little mobile) POE chains in the
inner part of micellar shells are responsible for slow relaxations
in PS-POE micelles.

Solvent Relaxation Study in Shells of Triblock Copolymer
Micelles. In this and in our earlier studies,6a,b we have shown
that the pH-dependent behavior of micelles formed by triblock
copolymer PS-PVP-POE is fairly complex. While DLS
measurement reflects the overall size changes and is sensitive

Figure 5. Time-resolved Stokes shift,C(t), of laurdan in PS-POE
micelles. Inset: Time-dependent half-width of time-resolved emission
spectra of laurdan in PS-POE micelles.

Figure 6. Time-resolved Stokes shift,C(t), of patman in PS-POE
micelles in alkaline solution, 0.01 M NaOH, (curve 1) and in acid
solution, 0.01 M HCl (curve 2). (inset) Time-dependent half-width of
the time-resolved emission spectra of patman in 0.01 M NaOH (curve
1′) and in 0.01 M HCl (curve 2′).
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to the presence of traces of aggregates, the time-resolved
fluorescence measurement with patman reflects interesting
behavior of the middle part of the shell, because it monitors
the changes in the state of the PVP/POE interface. As the
micelles aggregate only little in the pH range 2-4, but the
aggregation increases significantly in strongly acidic media
around pH 1, we divided the discussion of relaxation measure-
ments in two parts. We start with nonaggregated systems. The
normalized time-dependent Stokes shifts and time-dependent
half-width of patman spectra (pH 2-4) are presented in Figure
7. The solvent relaxation measurements show that although
changes in (RH)app are fairly small (DLS data for PS-PVP-
POE micelles indicate that the POE layer suppresses the effects
of bulk pH on (RH)app), the protonization and swelling of a PVP
middle layer strongly affects the behavior of water in the
hydration sphere of POE close to the PVP/POE interface.

For a correct interpretation of the pH dependence of relaxation
rates, several facts have to be taken into account: At first, it
has to be stressed that patman is believed to reside at the PVP/
POE interface. The measurements do not preclude small changes
in the patman position with pH, but the following arguments
support our assumption that only negligible pH-induced dis-
placements in the radial direction can be expected.

(i) The hydrophobic chain of patman tends to bury in nonpolar
parts of micellar structures (PS or nonprotonized PVP) whereas
the charged fluorophore headgroup prefers polar environment.
The length of the hydrophobic 16 carbon chain together with
the rigid naphthalene-derived cycle is fairly limited and does
not allow large displacements.

(ii) At low pH, the shell-forming PVP chains are partially
protonized and we assume that the aliphatic chain of patman,
which prefers the PS core (and partially also nonprotonized
PVP) to partially protonized PVP, tries to pull the fluorophore
closer to the core, but the headgroup, which bears the same
positive charge as the protonized PVP units, prefers the location
in the POE outer shell to the PVP middle shell due to
electrostatic repulsion. Therefore both effects more or less
compensate for each other and the location of patman does not
almost vary with pH. This assumption is supported by the
experimental observation that in low pH solutions (below pH
4), bothC(t) and fwhm show similar relaxation behavior as that
in PS-POE micelles (different from micelles with protonized
PVP shells). This indicates the same microenvironment of
patman in PS-PVP-POE micelles as in PS-POE micelles and
supports the location of the headgroup in POE layer.

(iii) To yield more consistent view and to quantify viscosity
of the fluorophore microenvironment (i.e., the flexibility of
solvated chains in the place where the fluorophore is located),
the time-resolved anisotropy measurements were performed for
pH 2 and 4. The decays are relatively slow, i.e., a bit slower
than decays in PS-POE micelles (cf. Figure 4), indicating fairly
high rigidity of the microenvironment (not shown).

(iv) Auxiliary measurements show that deprotonized PVP
chains quench patman fluorescence. This can be observed
directly either in the dioxane solution or in the alkaline solution
of PVP-POE micelles in the presence of patman (Figure 8).
Since there is no observable decrease in fluorescence intensity
in triblock copolymer micelles, we consider that patman is not
in a direct contact with deprotonized PVP.

(v) Last, but not least, the measurements with increasing ionic
strength of the solution at pH 2 did not show any effect on the
solvent relaxation, which precludes significant displacement of
patman in the radial direction out of the interfacial region due
to either increasing protonization or screening of electrostatic
repulsion (at higher salt concentrations).

The correlation curves as well as the shape of the time-
dependent half-width clearly suggest that the average mobility
of the solvent molecules around patman decreases with increas-
ing pH. While for pH 2-3, the fast time resolution of the
instrumental setup is the main limiting factor, at pH 4, slow
processes are observed, the study of which is limited by the
lifetime of the dye. We observe that the fast (experimentally
unresolved) contribution decreases with increasing pH and the
nanosecond process, which is considered to be caused by the
reorganization of bound water molecules engaged in the
solvation sphere of POE, prevails. At pH 4, we cannot monitor
the end of the relaxation because the second contribution is too
slow. The segmental motion and reorganization of the dehy-
drated polymer chains are assumed to be responsible for the
slow relaxation.

We can summarize that all comparative measurements for
PS-POE, PS-PVP, PVP-POE, and PS-PVP-POE micelles

Figure 7. (left) Time-resolved Stokes shift,C(t), of patman in PS-
PVP-POE micelles at different pH values: pH 2 (curve 1), pH 3 (curve
2), pH 4 (curve 3). (right) Time-dependent half-widths of the time-
resolved emission spectra of patman in PS-PVP-POE micelles at pH
2 (curve 1), pH 3 (curve 2), and pH 4 (curve 3).

Figure 8. (left) Emission spectra of patman (1.8× 10-6 mol/L) in
dioxane before (curve 1) and after (curve 2) adding of poly(2-
vinylpiridine). The concentration of PVP in 1,4-dioxane was 5.3 g/L.
(right) Emission spectra of patman in the acidic (0.01 M HCl) aqueous
solution of protonized PVP-POE (curve 1), i.e., before the micelles
are formed, patman is strongly quenched. During alkalimetric titration
of PVP-POE with 0.1 M NaOH, PVP is deprotonized and micelles
are formed. The formation of micelles is manifested by blue shift of
the maxima and increase in emission intensity (curve 2). Curves 3, 4,
and 5 show the decrease in fluorescent intensity due to patman
quenching by deprotonized PVP. The measurements were performed
15 min (curve 3), 40 min (curve 4), and 17 h (curve 5) after the micelles
had been formed.
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outlined above suggest that, in PS-PVP-POE micelles, patman
probes are preferentially localized in the POE part of the shell,
very close to the PVP/POE interface, and their position is only
little influenced by the bulk pH. This deduction is only indirect,
but it supported by a number of independent pieces of
information that fit together and support each other. However,
the mobility of water molecules surrounding patman is affected
by the pH-dependent protonization of PVP blocks. This conclu-
sion is based on an indubitable experimental observation. The
indirect pH influence may be accounted for as follows: Because
the protonization increases with decreasing pH and increasing
distance from the PS core (see Scheme 1), at low pH, an
important concentration of charged PVPH+ groups exists fairly
close to the fluorescent headgroups of patman at the PVP/POE
interface. As already mentioned, the hydration of relatively large
ions and hence also of large charged PVPH+ groups results in
a significant perturbation of the water structure.32 It is why more
mobile water molecules exist close to the fluorofore and may
participate at the solvent relaxation process at low pH 2. At pH
3 and 4, the PVP/POE interface is more dehydrated and water
molecules are engaged in POE-promoted structure formation.33

Therefore the overall solvent relaxation slows down with
increasing pH.

The relaxation behavior at pH 1 is very interesting, but it is
difficult to analyze it in detail. The relaxation is very fast, i.e.,
approximately 60% of the fast relaxation dynamics is beyond
the experimental resolution. This fact suggests an important

contribution of free water molecules to the entire solvent
relaxation. The normalized time-resolved spectra of patman
embedded in the shell of PS-PVP-POE micelles at pH 1 are
depicted in Figure 9a. Figure 9b shows the patman time-resolved
spectra at pH 2 for comparison. While the emission bands of
partially relaxed states are monomodal at pH 2 with maximum
around 21 300 cm-1, the partially relaxed states at pH 1 show
maxima close to 22 400 cm-1 with a well-pronounced shoulder
close to 21 300 cm-1, which appears at long times. The bimodal
character of the emission spectrum does not allow the evaluation
of the time-resolved Stokes shift without additional information.
We believe that this complex relaxation behavior is a result of
micellar aggregation, and in analogy with the regular behavior
at pH 2, we attribute the maximum around 21 300 cm-1 to the
microenvironment analogous to that of patman in nonaggregated
micelles. In any case, the emission spectra indicate two different
types of patman microenvironments in micellar shells, the first
one in single micelles and the second in micellar aggregates,
and demonstrate the complexity of the solvent response in
heterogeneous systems.

Conclusions

The presented results clearly demonstrate that the POE layer
in PS-PVP-POE micelles hinders the protonization of mon-
omeric units of the middle PVP block. DLS measurements show
that it suppresses the changes of the hydrodynamic radius of
micelles due to changes in bulk pH. The solvent relaxation
technique yields a closer insight in the dynamical behavior of
the shell-forming blocks.

First, it has been proved that the solvent relaxation measure-
ment using a TCSPC setup with nanosecond resolution is a
useful tool for studying the structure, segmental dynamics, and
solvation of shell-forming blocks in polymer micelles since the
main reorientation of solvent molecules occurs on the nano-
second time scale.

Second, it has been shown that the contemporary measure-
ment of the correlation function together with the time dependent
half-width not only allows for evaluation of the rate of solvent
relaxation in spatially inhomogeneous systems but also shows
the extent of these processes that occurs in the time window of
the method, i.e., lifetime of the excited state of the fluorophore
and the time resolution of the instrumental setup used.

Third, the solvent relaxation technique revealed that the
solvent response rate at the PVP/POE interface depends strongly
on the degree of protonization of poly(2-vinylpyridine). With
increasing pH, the solvent response slows down, which suggests
less freely moving water molecules in the POE layer that are
exchanged by the water molecules bound in the hydration sphere
of the POE. At pH 4, the very slow process suggests the nearly
dehydrated PVP/POE interface. The monitoring of time-
dependent half-widths nicely supports the conclusions drawn
from the analysis of theC(t) correlation function.
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